Abstract. We show that the effective diffusivity of a random diffusion with a drift is a continuous function of the drift coefficient. In fact, in the case of a homogeneous and isotropic random environment the function is C ∞ smooth outside the origin. We provide a one-dimensional example which shows that the diffusivity coefficient need not be differentiable at 0.
Introduction.
A simple model of diffusion in a complicated medium is given by an Itô stochastic differential equation dx(t) = V (x(t); ω) dt + σ(x(t); ω) dw(t), x(0) = x 0 (1.1) (see e.g. [9] ). Here V (x; ω) = 1 2 ∇ x ·a(x; ω), x ∈ R d , where a(x; ω) is a stationary, d×d matrix valued, random field given over a probability space (Ω, F, P) and σ(x; ω), x ∈ R d , is the square root of the symmetric part of the field, a s (x; ω) = 1 2 [a(x; ω) + a T (x; ω)]. The process (w(t)) t≥0 is a d-dimensional, standard Brownian motion independent of the field a(·). The symmetric part (a s (x)) x∈R d is assumed to be uniformly positive definite and sufficiently regular so that the solution of the stochastic differential equation exists; the precise assumptions are formulated in the next section. The generator of the random diffusion (x(t)) t≥0 is a second order differential operator in divergence form: L ω f = 1 2 ∇ x · (a(x; ω)∇ x f ) for f ∈ C 2 0 (R d ). We adopt the standard notation for usual function spaces: C m 0 (R d ) denotes the space of all C m -smooth, compactly supported functions, C b (R d ) is the space of all bounded continuous functions, etc. It is well known from homogenization theory that the process (x(t)) t≥0 satisfies both the law of large numbers and the central limit theorem (see e.g. [10, 5] ), i.e. x(t)/t tends a.s. to 0 as t → ∞, while x(t)/ √ t converges weakly to a zero mean normal vector with a non-degenerate diffusivity matrix D = [D pq ]. Unfortunately, the matrix is not given explicitly and its calculation is, in general, quite difficult.
Suppose now that an external force is added. As a result the particle acquires a drift. The equation describing the motion in a constant external force field is given by dx(t) = [V (x(t); ω) + v] dt + σ(x(t); ω) dw(t),
where v ∈ R d is a constant vector. One can show that then x(t)/t → v a.s. as t → ∞. In addition, using a rather standard homogenization argument (see Theorem 2.1 below), one can prove that (x(t) − vt)/ √ t tends to a zero mean normal vector with covariance matrix D(v) = [D pq (v) ].
In the present paper we are concerned with smoothness of the covariance matrix with respect to the anisotropy parameter v. It has been shown in [6] that the function v → D(v) is continuous at 0. We prove (see Theorem 2.2 below) that in fact it is continuous for all v ∈ R d . Moreover, if the field a(·) is statistically isotropic (see Definition 2.5), then the diffusivity is an isotropic tensor in v and C ∞ -smooth on R d \ {0}. As we explain in Section 6, this result is not entirely intuitively clear. Not getting too technical at this point, we only mention that a quite natural numerical scheme for computing the derivatives of the solution of the corresponding cell problem (see (3.8) below) does not imply the existence of the derivatives (see Remark 6.3). In fact, as shown in the one-dimensional example (see Section 5), the diffusivity coefficient D(v) may not be differentiable at 0.
2. Preliminaries and the statement of main theorems. Suppose that (Ω, F, P) is a probability space. We shall denote by · P the expectation with respect to P. To describe the homogeneous random field (a(x)) x∈R d it is convenient to assume that there exists an ergodic group (τ x ) x∈R d of measure preserving transformations on Ω, i.e. P(τ x (A)) = P(A) for all x ∈ R d , and A ∈ F and τ x (A) = A for all x ∈ R d implies that A is P-trivial. We assume that the group is measurable and stochastically continuous, i.e. (x, ω) → 1 A (τ x ω) is jointly measurable for any A ∈ F, and the unitary group T x :
is strongly continuous. Denote by ·, · P , · L 2 (P) the scalar product and the corresponding norm on L 2 (P). Let D p , p = 1, . . . , d, be the L 2 -infinitesimal generators of the group in the directions e p := (0, . . . ,
Let a : Ω → R d 2 be a random matrix for which there exists a deterministic constant λ 0 > 0 such that
We assume furthermore that the entries of the matrix a = [a pq ] satisfy
. For a given random matrix a we can define a homogeneous random field a(x; ω) := a(τ x ω), (ω, x) ∈ Ω × R d . Similarly, one can associate a random vector or scalar field with an arbitrary random vector or variable.
2.1.
The statements of main results. We now give the precise statements of our main results. Their proofs are contained in the following sections.
Let (x(t)) t≥0 be the solution to (1.2). With no loss of generality we set x 0 = 0. We assume that the standard Brownian motion (w(t)) t≥0 appearing there is given over a certain probability space (Σ, W, Q). The trajectory process is defined over the product probability space (Ω × Σ, F ⊗ W, P ⊗ Q). In our first result we give the law of large numbers and the central limit theorem for the solutions of (1.2).
Theorem 2.1. We have x(t)/t → v as t → ∞, both a.s. and in L 1 with respect to the measure P ⊗ Q. In addition, there exists a d-dimensional , zero mean Gaussian measure
Here E Q and · P denote the expectations with respect to Q and P, respectively.
The quenched version of this result has already appeared in [6] , where an analytic proof, using Harnack estimates for linear parabolic p.d.e-s, has been given. For completeness we present below (see Section 3) an argument that reduces the central limit theorem to certain properties of correctors, i.e. solutions of the resolvent equation (3.8) , that can be verified when the generator is a bounded perturbation of a normal operator (see Appendix B below and also [4] 
We can think of B(x) as a linear operator acting on R d . An isotropic, matrix valued function remains unchanged under the orthogonal change of coordinates x := gx, x ∈ R d , where g ∈ O(d). One can prove the following characterization of the second order symmetric isotropic tensors.
This is a well known result, especially in the physics and engineering literature; for completeness we recall its proof in Appendix A. One can also define a notion of statistical isotropy for a random matrix valued field. Definition 2.5. We say that a(·) is statistically isotropic if for any g ∈ O(d) the law of the field (a(gx)) x∈R d is the same as that of (ga(x)g T ) x∈R d . Theorem 2.6. Suppose that in addition to assumptions (2.1) and (2.2) the field of coefficients is statistically isotropic. Then the function
3. The proof of Theorem 2.1 3.1. Environment process, Dirichlet spaces and the law of large numbers. The material discussed in this section is standard in probabilistic homogenization theory. We shall refer a reader to either [7] or [8] for detailed proofs of the results cited here (see also [4] ).
A convenient tool, frequently used in homogenization theory of random diffusions, is the so called environment process. It is an Ω-valued stochastic process describing the environment from the vantage point of the diffusing particle ζ t := τ x(t) (ω). It can be shown that the process is Markovian. To describe its generator define the following function spaces. For a non-negative integer m let C m (Ω) be the space of all random variables F that have all partial derivatives D
such that the corresponding random fields are continuous and deterministically bounded. Define also C ∞ (Ω) := m≥0 C m (Ω). One can show that the measure P is invariant for the process considered. The transition semigroup extends to a strongly continuous semigroup on L 2 (P), and C 2 (Ω) is a core of the L 2 (P)-generator L (v) of the process, given by the formula
where
the above implies that ∇F = 0. Ergodicity of the group (τ x ) x∈R d of spatial shifts implies that F ≡ const P-a.s. This in turn shows that the only bounded functions that satisfy L (v) F = 0 are constant P-a.s. Thus, the measure P is ergodic for the process (ζ t ) t≥0 . Equation (1.2) reads
where c
is a martingale of bounded quadratic variation. With the help of the ergodic theorem and the law of large numbers for martingales (see e.g. Theorem VII.9.2 of [2]), one can therefore conclude that
Define the Hilbert space H 1 as the completion of H 1 0 , the subspace of L 2 0 (P) consisting of those F for which
in the norm given by (3.6). The corresponding scalar product is the unique extension of F,
0 , extends to a bounded linear functional ι(F ) ∈ H −1 defined on the entire H 1 . The mapping ι : H ι(F ) −1 = sup
We shall identify H
with the range of ι and omit the notation for the operator.
Note that D p , p = 1, . . . , d, extend to bounded linear operators from H 1 to L 2 (P). It can be checked directly that the operator
p extends from C 2 (Ω) to a unitary mapping between H 1 and H −1 .
Central limit theorem.
In this section we prove that the laws of (x(t) − vt)/ √ t t>0 converge weakly, as t → ∞, to the law of a zero mean, Gaussian random vector. We start with the cell problem, i.e. the resolvent equation
where λ > 0 and c p := c
0 . Mulitplying both sides of (3.8) by χ (p) λ,v , integrating over P and using coercivity (see (2.1)), we obtain λ χ
In fact, more can be deduced: see (3.14) and (3.15) below. Observe that
respectively. Note that
for some C * independent of F . Using standard regularity properties of diffusions one can easily verify that C 2 (Ω) is invariant under semigroups generated by any of the operators L 0 , L * 0 , B and B * . It is therefore a common core for each of these operators (see Proposition 1.3.3 of [1] ). Moreover, the operator L 0 is normal in the sense of the definition given in Appendix B. One can also easily observe that there exists C > 0 such that
As shown in Appendix B, the above conditions imply that
The latter is equivalent to the fact that
, and
. Note also that in light of (3.9) we obtain
Using (3.4) and (3.8) we can write
) is given by (3.5) while
Note that by Itô's formula,
The remainder term is
From the above and (3.19) we see that the quadratic variation of
for any λ > 0. Thus, in light of (3.15) and (3.16), the martingales ( M λ (t)) t≥0 converge, as λ → 0+, in the Hilbert space norm induced by the quadratic covariation, to
Thus, using an elementary estimate (
i=1 a 2 i and (3.20), we obtain from (3.21)
Substituting in the above estimate λ = 1/t and using (3.14) and (3.16), we obtain
By virtue of the ergodic theorem,
as t → ∞, both a.s. and in L 1 for each p, q = 1, . . . , d. Here,
v P . Using the central limit theorem for martingales with stationary and ergodic increments (see e.g. Theorem 5.4 of [3] ), we conclude that the laws of M (t)/ √ t converge weakly to the law of a normal random vector as t → ∞. Applying the decomposition (3.18) together with (3.22), we can justify the central limit theorem for (x(t) − vt)/ √ t as t → ∞. The limiting law is that of a normal random vector with zero mean and with covariance matrix
4. The proof of Theorem 2.2. Suppose that E(dk) is the spectral resolution corresponding to the group
e ik·x E(dk) for x ∈ R d . For a given φ ∈ L 2 (P) one can define a numerical, finite, Borel measure e φ (A) := E(A)φ, φ P for A ∈ B(R d ). It is called the spectral measure of φ. In fact, the definition of the spectral measure can be extended to the elements of the spaces H ±1 . Let B 0 be a subfamily of subsets A ∈ B(R d ) that are separated from 0, i.e. dist(0, A) > 0, and bounded, i.e. there exists R > 0 for which A ⊂ B(0, R).
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that φ ∈ H 1 or φ ∈ H −1 . Then there exists a unique measure e φ , also called the spectral measure of φ, such that e φ ({0}) = 0 and for any sequence (φ n ) n≥1 in H 1 0 or in H In addition, for φ ∈ H 1 we have
Conversely, suppose that φ ∈ L 2 (P) has spectral measure e φ that satisfies either (4.2) or (4.3). Then it belongs to H 1 or H −1 , respectively.
Proof. The group (T x ) x∈R d can be extended to act as a C 0 group of unitary maps on H 1 . Its spectral resolution E 1 (dk) allows us to define the spectral measure e 1 φ (dk) := (E 1 (dk)φ, φ) 1 corresponding to any φ ∈ H 1 . Note that for φ ∈ H 1 0 we have (4.4) e 1 φ (dk) = |k| 2 e φ (dk).
Indeed, we then have
wheref (k) := e ik·x f (x) dx denotes the inverse Fourier transform of f . On the other hand, the left hand side of the above equality equals
Since the above equalities hold for all f ∈ S(R d ) we infer that (4.4) remains valid for φ ∈ H 1 0 . We can now use (4.4) to define the spectral measure e φ , not necessarily finite, for any φ ∈ H 1 . Of course, (4.2) follows directly from the definition. For any A ∈ B(R d ) we have e φn−φ (A) ≤ ∆ −2 φ n − φ 2 1 , provided that dist(0, A) ≥ ∆. From the triangle inequality we also have |e
φn−φ (A). These two facts yield (4.1). Suppose now that the spectral measure satisfies |k| 2 e φ (dk) < ∞. It is straightforward to check that this condition implies the existence of D p φ, in fact D p φ = i k p E(dk) for p = 1, . . . , d. Thus, φ belongs to H 1 (see (3.6)).
The group (T x ) x∈R d also extends to a strongly continuous, unitary group on H −1 , which allows one to define the spectral resolution E −1 (dk), which leads to the definition of the spectral measure e −1 φ (dk). For φ ∈ H −1 0 we can show, using duality, that e −1 φ (dk) = |k| −2 e φ (dk). This equality allows extending the definition of e φ (dk) to all φ ∈ H −1 . The remaining part of the argument is quite analogous to the H 1 case and we leave it to the reader.
, the operator A can be extended to a bounded operator from H 1 to L 2 (P). Note also that Proof. Since ∇ is a generator of a unitary group on L 2 (P) each of its components is anti-self-adjoint. Consequently, we obtain (4.7)
Aφ, φ P = 0, ∀φ ∈ H 1 0 . Suppose that φ ∈ H 1 . Let φ n := [|k|≥1/n] E 1 (dk)φ. We have lim n→∞ φ n = φ in H 1 and (φ n ) n≥1 ⊂ H 1 0 , and by virtue of (4.7), (4.8)
Hence, some subsequence of (Aφ n ) n≥1 converges weakly in H −1 . Since it converges in L 2 to Aφ its H −1 -weak limit must be equal to Aφ as well.
Knowing that (φ n ) n≥1 converges strongly in H 1 we obtain
Directly from the definition (see (3.11)), one can observe that B extends to a bounded operator from H 1 to H −1 . Furthermore, directly from the definition, we have −1 (−B)φ, φ 1 ≥ 0 for all φ ∈ H 1 . Proposition 4.3. Suppose that φ ∈ H 1 is such that Aφ ∈ H −1 and
Proof. Observe that, upon letting λ → 0+, it follows from (3.8) that Aχ v satisfies (4.10). We can therefore write
Testing both sides of the above equation with φ − χ We show that convergence is in fact strong in the H 1 norm. We have
After testing both sides with χ
vn , we obtain
Taking the limits on both sides we obtain
Combining this fact with the already proven weak convergence we conclude that
From the continuity of the corrector and (3.23) we conclude that the mapping v → D(v) is continuous.
5.
One-dimensional example. Assume that d = 1 and, with no loss of generality, that v > 0. The diffusivity coefficient is then a positive scalar field a(x; ω) := a(τ x ω), x ∈ R d , with a(ω) ≥ λ 0 P-a.s. We suppose that the laws of (a(x)) x∈R and of (a(−x)) x∈R are identical.
In this case the cell problem reads
We claim that if v = 0 the above equation has a solution in H 1 0 . From (5.1) and ergodicity of the group of spatial shifts it follows that there exists a deterministic constant C v such that
It can be solved explicitly and we obtain
where C 1 (ω) is a random variable. We assume that for any ∆ > 0 there exists a random variable A(ω) > 0 such that
dy.
Using the fact that a(ω) is deterministically bounded from above and letting x → ∞ we conclude that the first term on the right hand side of (5.5) has to vanish. On the other hand, in the second term we can change variables y := y − x, use the identity a(z; τ −x ω) = a(z − x; ω) and then let x → ∞. We conclude in this way that the corrector must be of the form
To determine C v we use the condition that χ v is, in particular, of zero mean. Thus, taking into account that (a(y)) y∈R and (a(−y)) y∈R have the same laws we obtain
One can verify by a direct calculation that χ v given by (5.5) together with (5.6) is indeed a solution to the cell problem (5.1). According to (3.23) the effective diffusivity coefficient equals
In the last equality we have used the fact that χ v dP = 0 and Dψ dP = 0 for any ψ and
Denote by R(y) the covariance function of the random field b(y; ω) := b(τ y ω). We shall assume that the field has good mixing properties, i.e. in particular that v 1/2 y/v 0 b(z) dz converges weakly, as v → 0, to a zero mean Brownian motion with the variance
Then, of course, v s y/v 0 b(z) dz → 0 in probability when s > 1/2. Set
We have C v = F (v)/G(v) and, after a change of variables y := vy, we obtain
From isotropy of the diffusivity we conclude that
Analogously we can write
Therefore we have
The function is continuous at 0 but is not of class C 1 .
6. The proof of Theorem 2.6
and let x (v) (t) denote the diffusion with drift v given by
where (w(t)) t≥0 is a standard d-dimensional Brownian motion. We show that the laws of x (gv) (t) and gx (v) (t) are the same. This, in turn, implies the isotropy of v → D(v). Isotropy of the field (a(x)) x∈R d (see Definition 2.3) implies that the joint laws of the fields (a(gx), a 1/2 (gx), (∇·a)(gx)g) x∈R d and of (ga(x)g T , ga 1/2 (x)g T , ∇ · a(x)) x∈R d are the same. The law of (gx (v) (t)) t≥0 is identical with that of the solution to dy(t) = a 1/2 (y(t))g dw(t) + 1 2 ∇ · a(y(t)) + gv dt, y(0) = 0. Since (gw(t)) t≥0 is another standard Brownian motion we conclude that the law of (y(t)) t≥0 coincides with that of (x (gv) (t)) t≥0 .
v+h is continuous in the L 2 (P) norm, by virtue of Theorem 4.4. One cannot, though, use the cell problem (4.10) to bootstrap the continuity to the H −1 norm. Thus, it is not possible to apply the argument of Theorem 4.4 to obtain the desired differentiability property in the direction.
A. The proof of Proposition 2.4. Let g e 1 = e 1 and g e i = − e i for i = 2, . . . , d. Observe that for any t ∈ R and i ≥ 2 we have
= −B(t e 1 ) e i · e 1 = −B 1i (t e 1 ).
Suppose that i = j and j = 1. Consider g such that g e k = e k for k = j and g e j = − e j . We show by a similar argument that B ij (t e 1 ) = 0. The matrix B(t e 1 ) is therefore diagonal. Suppose that σ is a permutation of {2, . . . , d}.
We let g e 1 = e 1 and g e i = e σ(i) for i = 2, . . . , d. Note that for any i ≥ 2,
Thus B ii (t e 1 ) = u(t) for i = 2, . . . , d. We also let v(t) := B 11 (t e 1 ).
Let g x ∈ O(d) be such that g x e 1 = x := |x| −1 x and g x e i = f i−1 for i = 2, . . . , d, where f 1 , . . . , f d−1 is an orthonormal system satisfying f i · x = 0 for i = 1, . . . , d − 1. We can then write
B. The proof of (3.14) and (3.15) . Recall the decomposition (3.10) of the operator L (v) . From (3.12) there exist constants 0 < c * < C * < ∞ such that (B.1) c * F 2 1 ≤ F, (−L 0 )F P ≤ C * F 2 1 , for every F ∈ C 2 (Ω). In view of (B.1) and the sector condition (see (3.13)), B is a bounded mapping from H 1 to H −1 , i.e. there exists a constant C B > 0 such that (B.2) BF −1 ≤ C B F 1 for all F ∈ C 2 (Ω).
Indeed, by definition of the H −1 norm, the sector condition (3.13) and the bound (B.1), BF −1 = sup
BF, G P ≤ C 0 F 1 for some C 0 > 0 and all F ∈ H 1 . According to the results in Section 1.2 of [7] , to prove (3.14) and (3.15) it suffices to show that
The closure of L 0 : C 2 (Ω) → L 2 (P) is normal, i.e. the operators
defined on C 2 (Ω), are essentially self-adjoint and their spectral resolutions commute. Note that the spectrum of L 0 is contained in the complex half plane λ ≤ 0. For given λ > 0 and V ∈ H −1 let F λ be the solution of the resolvent equation (λ − L 0 )F λ = V. Using the spectral resolution of L 0 we can write
where E(dϕ, dτ ) is the spectral resolution of the identity which corresponds to the normal operator L 0 . Since V ∈ H −1 we obtain, thanks to (B.1),
where e V (dϕ, dτ ) stands for the spectral measure of V , i.e. e V (dϕ, dτ ) = E(dϕ, dτ )V, V P . Hence, using again (B. Recall that χ By (3.9) this sum is less than or equal to C c p −1 for some C > 0, thus (B.3) follows.
